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November 29, 1990 University of Missoun-~t. LOUIS Issue 683 
Harassment Proposal Passed Radio Days 
by David Barnes 
news editor Wente Works To Reach Potential 
The UM-St Louis Senate unani-
mously passed a sexual harassment 
policy proposal that, if approved by 
the other three UM campuses, would 
cover the entire UM system. 
The policy,passed at the Nov. 13 
meeting, outlines what the university 
considers sexual harassment It is 
similar to the proposal rejected by the 
Senate in September, except it does 
not include a section directly con-
cerning faculty/student consensual 
relationships. 
Such relationships would still 
need to meet the guidelines in the rest 
of the document - namely, no implicit 
or explicit coercion can be involved. 
POLICY 
The proposed policy on 
sexual harassment says, in part, 
"Sexual harassment is defIned 
as either sexual advances or re-
quests for sexual acti vity, or other 
verbal or physical conduct of a 
sexual nature when: 
(1) submission to such con-
duct is made explicitly or im-
plicitly a condition for an aca-
demic or employment opportu-
nity or advancement; or 
(2) submission to or rejection 
of such conduct is used as the 
basis for academic or employment 
decisions; or 
(3) the purpose or effect of 
such conduct is to interfere un-
reasonably with the work or 
academic performance of the 
person .~iIJg h!u;assed; or . 
(4) the purpose or effect of 
such conduct is to create an in-
timidating, hostile, or offensive 
environment" 
OVERSEERS: From left to right, Executive Staff Assistant Joan 
Arban, Senate Chair Lawrence Friedman and ParHamentarian Harold 
Harris discuss an issue during the Nov. 13 Senate meeting. (Photo by 
Kris Kuesel) 
Steven Hause, chair of the Senate 
Ad Hoc committee on Sexual Ha-
rassment, said the rationale for not 
including the more specific consen-
sual wording was: 
othe wording was paternalistic 
toward women 
ouni versities in general should not 
act as parents 
obarring clear violations, the state 
of Missouri should not be invol ved in 
the sex lives of its citizens 
The consensual relationship sec-
tion was also considered illegal by 
legal counsel, said Laurence 
Friedman, chair of the Senate. 
The UM system wants to update 
its sexual harassment policy and has 
sent the proposal to the four univer-
sities. UM-Kansas City also rejected 
the original policy, but UM-Colum-
bia accepted it. 
Several minor wording changes 
were also made to the document be-
fore its approval, including the citing 
of additional govemmentallaws that 
prohibit sexual harassmenLThe 
document "was strengthened by in-
serting the federal prohibitions," said 
Scott Decker, mem ber of the Ad Hoc 
commiUee. 
"I think it's an acceptable policy," 
he said, "and with the additional fec-
ommendations it can be a good 
policy." 
Decker said the Ad Hoc commit-
tee would like to add a series of 
guidelines that will direct how the 
policy should be implemented and 
how to inform the campus of it. This 
would include a reference in the 
. student handbook on how to fIle a 
grievance and an orientation session 
for incoming students and faculty 
that would explain the campus , sexual 
harassment policy. 
"We're interested in setting up a 
mechanism where people won't do 
objectionable things in the first place," 
said Charles Korr, professor of His-
tory. 
In other business, the Senate 
pushed back the start of Spring Break 
by one week for the 1992-93 school 
year. Traditionally, the break starts 
one week earlier in the middle of the 
semester. 
The Senate also made a change in 
the Latin Honors policy. Before, a 
student needed at le.<iSt 60 hours at 
UM-Sl. Louis at the necessary GPA 
and no classes or grades from other 
institutions would transfer. Now, 
grades andclasseseamed from within 
the UM system would be included. 
by Max Montgomery 
reporter 
"Dismal." 
That's how Patricia Wente, 
general manager of KWMU-FM 
(90.7) described the state of the 
campus radio station when she 
began her position here in Au-
gust, 1989. "That one word wraps it 
up." 
When the University went 
looking for someone to take over 
the station, they wanted someone 
to make basic changes and to bring 
the station up to it's full potential. 
"I had a good feel for that," 
Wente said. 
One of the flrst things Wente 
did when arriving at UM-St Louis 
was to try and streamline the staff. 
"When I fust arrived here, all 
of the full-time professional staff -
there were 21 of them - reported to 
. the general manager," Wente said 
"1 have created a tier structure, in-
cluding four full-time administra-
tive staff members." 
KWMU then went on a na-
tional search to bring in ern ployees 
from other parts of the country. 
"Many of the people [already 
employed] were born and raised 
here," said Wente. "They were not 
exposed to the larger picture of the 
potential- the excitement - of what 
the industry is." 
Twenty part-time positions 
were structured into 13 total posi-
tions; four fuB-lime and nine part-
lime.Al l of the four full-time em-
ployees are former part-timers, and 
four of the nine part-time positions 
were filled from within. 
Honors College Plans New Offices 
Wente said that, contrary to re-
cent criticisms in the local press, 
she didn't come in and replace the 
original staff with new faces. After 
the restructuring, there were still 
more people working for the sta-
tion that had worked there before 
she came. by ChristIne M. McGraw 
associate news editor 
Plans for this year's Pierre 
Laclede Honors College include 
moving into new office quarters and 
preparing a two-year Honors Pro-
gram for UM-St. Louis juniors and 
transfer students which will begin 
next fall . 
John T. Onuska, director of the 
Pierre Laclede Honors CoUege, said 
the contract for the new quarters is 
presently being negotiated and he 
couldn't release further details. 
Onuska said the move will ben-
efit the students enrolled in the hon-
ors college. 
"When we move it wil1...put us 
back together again. Our administra-
tive offices and our lounge is here 
[south campus] but the classes are on 
north campus, Ideally, what we'd like 
to do is be togeLher, so students 
College's administrative staff. The 
scholar receives personalized atten-
tion and advising." 
Onuska stressed that the Honors 
College doesn't want to appear as an 
exclusive, elitist group. 
"The Honors College has an ob-
See HONORS, page 9 
"Change brings about uncer-
tainty in people," said Wente, ''Wi th 
the various press that I've gotten, it 
sounds like I just came in here with 
a shovel and I just 'swept it clean' 
as Joe [Pollack, PostDispatch critic] 
said," Wente said. 
Wente said KWMU's record 
indicated that some changes needed 
to be made. 
"KWMU is in the 14th largest 
OH NO, Snow! 
. "liP,ally doesn't , . 
. .like. ~ 'yO u, thep.your file is: ~ 
~ goipg to be hell." - said one" · 
former KWMU employee . 
"/ closed down a country club and I'm (Jpening ijp 4" 
business" - Patricia Wente 
From the best to the worst. this is what some people say 
about Patricia Wente, general manager at KWMU 
marht in the nation for public radio 
and there are many landmarks that 
should have been made along the 
way in the 18 years of development" 
Wente said the station is on the 
way to try and achieve what should 
have been accomplished long ago. 
One of the changes already made by 
Wente was to reinstate the position of 
program director. For aTadio station 
to not have a program director was 
very odd, Wente said, and KWMU 
had been lacking one for most of the 
18 years it has existed. 
Richard Ruotolo, the present 
program director, was.responsible for 
KWMU's change in format to class i-
cal,jazz, and news, eliminating blues 
and reggae. 
Wente said the program 
changes were necessary to keep 
the radio competitive in today's 
market. 
"Gone arc the days when 
public radio used to be all things 
to all people," Wente said. "A 
successful fomlat has to be con-
sistenL When you get in your car 
and hit the bUllon, you need to 
know exactly what you're going 
to hear." 
Wente said it's too hard on 
the listener to try and guess what 
format is playing atdifferenl Limes 
of the day. 
Ruotolo says KWMU is a 
See WENTE, page 4 
Speaker: Africans Added To 
Plato, American History 
by Jennifer Smith 
reporter 
tory should begin with outstand-
ing civilizations such as the 
Iroquois and the Aztecs, who had 
honorable achievements before 
1492, the year Colombus dis-
covered America. 
Campus Readies For Worsening Weather 
Invasion, conquest and the 
colonization of the North American 
continent-that is the general 
definition of American history 
which needs to be replaced, said an 
African-American consultant at the 
Monday Noon Series on Nov. 12. 
Jacob Carrothers, who advises 
schools on how to revise their cur-
riculum to include more African-
American subject matter, said 
American history must be replaced 
with the history of the Western 
Hemisphere in order to discuss Af-
rican contributions. 
Carrothers said this new his-
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HistDry books not only fail to 
note this, Carrothers said, they 
also gloss over the fact that these 
people struggled valiantly against 
invaders. 
Carrothers also said that his-
tory books leave out the impact 
African civilizations on the Nile 
River had on the development of 
Greek and Hebrew civilizations. 
For example, he cited Plato ' s 
"borrowing" of the Egyptian sys-
See AFRICA, page 9 
What It Takes 
Disabled students get a little 
help from the new Disabled 
Student Resource Center. 
See Features, Page 5 
by K.C. Clarke 
managing editor 
The sun is shining, it's 70 de-
grees and a balmy breeze is blowing 
,across the UM-St. Louis campus, 
making it almost impossible to con-
centrate on going to class. Does this 
sound like November in Missouri? 
Yet despite the almost springlike 
temperatures lately, the wise and the 
wary know that winter is lurking 
around the comer, waiting for the 
chance to dump all kinds of nasty 
weather ori the unsuspecting. 
While no one really wants to think 
about the possibility of bad weather 
ahead, there are several departments 
on campus who plan to be on the ball 
when mother nature decides to throw 
them a curve. Both the University 
Police and the UM-St Louis Grounds 
crew are ready tD spring intD action 
should the weather take a tum for the 
worse, and each department has de-
veloped its own plan for helping the 
campus cope with winter weather. 
Grounds Manager Mary 
Vosevitch said her department goes 
into action the minute they get the 
call that it's snowing. While 
Vosevitch prides herself on her 
departmenL's efficiency, she said 
students probably wish they didn't 
Basketball 
The UM-St. Louis Men's and 
and Women's basketball 
teams get off to a good start. 
See Sports, Page 8 
dido't do such a good job. 
"The grounds crew starts work-
ing the minute we get the ca11," 
Vosevich said "Very often we have 
the campus cleared before the sur-
rounding streets, which makes me a 
very unpopular person at limes. But 
wedowhat wecan tokeepthecampus 
open." 
Vosevitch said one of the ground 
crew's main priorities is keeping 
handicapped areas open and free of 
snow. 
"Areas cleared flrst aredone on a 
most cri tical basis, and oneof those is 
the disabled," Vosevitch said. "Each 
member of the crew is assigned to a 
particular 2Tea, and handicapped ar-
eas, like the top of parking garage 
"C" are cleared first. We've also es-
tablished a special disahled snow 
route, clearing areas from the plaza 
between Clark HaJi and SSB, through 
to the sl.:ience complex anti across to 
the South campus. 
Voscvitch said the depiutrnenthas 
uied to pick a rou te using the least 
amount of sloping areas in order to 
make traveling in inclement weather 
as ea~y as possible for disabled stu-
dents. Detailed maps of the snow 
route will be made available through 
Marilyn Ditto's office. 
See WEA THER, page 9 
Reminder 
Prepare thyself ! Read 
the Earthquake Survival 
Guide Inserted in th is 
issue. 
Page 2 
FRIDAY NOV. 30 
A SOLO DANCE: Premiere Performances presents Annabelle 
Gamson in a solo dance at 8 p.m. at the Center for Contemporary 
Arts, 524 Trinity . Tickets are $18 for the gene ral public, and $14.40 
for UM-SL Louis students ~ Call 553-5818 for more information. 
GRADUATE BUSINESS FORUM : The School of Business will 
host a graduate business forum from 11 :30 a.m. to 1 :15 p .m. in the 
Crystal Room on the third floor of the Missouri Athletic Club, located 
at Fourth and Washington. Patrick T. Stokes, president of Anheuser-
Busch Inc. , will be the guest speaker Donation is $13.50 for dues 
paying members and $15 for non-members . For more information 
call 553-5255 . 
FOR SALE 
Travel Bargain 2 roundtrip airline 
tickets; St. Louis to Costa Rica, 
depart 12/18 return 112 $498 each 
961-1120 
Trailer mini tilt 4 foot x 8 foot 1986 
tow go trailer excellent condition 
used less than 500 miles please 
call Bob 772-5866 $150. 
1988 Jeep Comanche, red 2.5 hr. 
4-cly., 4 speed, am-fm, ac, ps, pb, 
one owner, great condition 33,xxx 
ml $6,200. call 837-1409 
Perfect Christmas present! Give 
the one you love a baby hamster. 
Easy and inexpensive to care for, 
the perfect pet! Free to a good 
home call 739-2909 and leave a 
message. 
FOR RENT 
hands for people who are quitting 
smoking. tf you have any sugges-
tions you would like to share with 
us please contact Kim Fryman Ho-
rizons 427 SSB 553-5730. 
Best Fundraiser On-Campus! 
Looking for a fraternity, sorority or 
student organizat ion that would 
like to earn $500-$1000 for a one 
week on-campus marketing 
project. Must be organized and 
hardworking. Call Ashley or Amy 
at (800) 592-2121 . 
Management trainees needed. No 
experience needed wi ll train. 
$11.00 to start FT/PT 314-965-
0039. 
Improve grade and study skills, 
increase memory and reca ll. Call 
(913) 383-7919 for recorded infor-
mation. 
Fratern ities, Clubs, Individuals 
needed to promote super sun/ski 
tours. Earn money & free trips to 
Cancun, Daytona, Vermont, Que-
bec. Call HI-LIFE 1-800-263-5604 
ClJRRENT 
SATURDAY DEC. 1 
A SOLO CONTINUED: Premiere Performances continues to present 
Annabelle Gamson at the Center for Contemporary Arts. 
MONDAY 3 
FACULTY IN SOUTH AFRICA: Charles Kuehl, Anita McDonald and 
Allan Crean will discuss UM-SL Louis faculty in South Africa at noon in 
Room 229 of the J.C. Penney Building . Kuehl is the directorof graduate 
studies in the School of Business, McDonald is the dean of the Evening 
College and Crean is the director of Continuing Education-Extension 
micro-computing programs. Call 553-5180 for more information. 
THE LESBIAN GAY CAMPUS OR-
GANIZATION IS A SUPPORT 
GROUPFORGAYANDB~EXUAL 
STUDENTS, STAFF AND FAC-
ULTY. WE ARE NOT A DATING 
SERVICEI MEETINGS FROM 1 TO 
3PM ON MONDAYS. JOIN US FOR 
SUNDAY NIGHT MOVIES . 
PLEASE CALL 553-5380 FOR 
MORE INFO. 
Guitar lessons!!! $5 per half hour 
lesson taught in my home. Learn to 
read sheet music or just play the hit 
songs. Theory taught, too. Lessons 
taught on Monday, Wednesday, or 
Thursday nights. Call Brad at 469-
5524 for scheduling. 
You! Yes I'm talking to you- get the 
group together and come over to 
the University Center Lobby on No-
vember 28th for eggnog, cookies, 
and cider! That's 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. or 
5-7:30 p.m. Come On! It'll be more 
fun if you're there! 
TotheGreeks, thanksforthe suppport 
the sports edrtor 
Hey Sed rick I mean like I really love 
you from Lumey 
To all members of De~a Sigma Pi 
initiation of the alpha pi pledge class 
begins at 10:00 a.m. at Merilac hall. 
The initiation banquet begins at 
7:30p.m. at the Radisson Hotel in 
Clayton on Dec. 8th. 
Students learn the secrets of the rich 
and how to accomplish anything in 
life don1 waste your knowledge to 
use send $8.00 to Tom Moore Enter-
prises P.O. Box 6674 SI. Louis Mo. 
63125. 14 day money back guaran-
tee. 
Preppy, Thanks fortalking. It did help. 
I do understand but to help solve 
matters PLEASE stay awake for the 
next movie. You Know Who 
Especially for: All Malaysian students. 
Thank you so much for your support 
November 29) 1990 
TUESDAY 4 
ABORTION: How it is from 12:30 to 1 :30 p .m. in Room 750fthe J . C. 
Penney Building. Sponsored by the Newman House . 
THURSDAY 6 
CLASSICAL LUNCH: Michelle DeFabio and Mark Laverty wm 
perform classical music in the Summit Lounge from 12:00 until 1 :30 
p.m. Purchase lunch in the Underground or bring your own and join 
faculty, staff, and students for a different type of luncheon atmo-
sphere. This is a part of the Chancellor's luncheon series. 
and participation during Malaysian 
Day. Till then 'Jumpa Lagi" Sin-
cerely, MAS.A. Commit{ee 
Amy Gross : Run out of gas lately? 
Ask your friendly police officer for 
assistance. How's your English 
Homework? Can we buy a lugnutfor 
five dollars? Remember "E" stands 
for "empty" Respectfully submitted, 
Skip and Cristina 
I was just sittin down and thinkin 
'bout the things we used to do, they 
mean a lot to me- you mean a lots 
to me, (Ireally do) girl you know its 
true! 
Yo dis iz slick Rick da ruler! Word to 
your mother. Rap time. I wentto the 
underground just the day, ordered 
some pizza and cheesefries I must 
say. She said you gotta pay, I said 
No way- Ray! word up! 
Becky I hear you wimped out on 
that stoney dude Brian. Be mellow 
or you're gonna be like the stale 
donut chillin' in the donut box area 
Current Classified Ad Form 
all alone wrthout tr drinkin' buddy- -
totally Pauly 
Merissa did you have as much fun 
as I did in the back of the EI Camiro? I 
Let's do it again sometime- Brian . 
Angela, Congrats on the presidency 
you'll do great. Love Melissa 
DearTeddie, where the hell was my 
personal last week. Does this mean 
you don't love me anymore? I 
thought this was our little tradition, 
You better write me next we ek. 
Poopsie 
Hey you! Yeah you know who you 
are. There's just one thing (need to 
tell you. It's kinda hard to tell you to 
your face so I took advantage of the 
personals to tell you that ( have 
fallen hard for you. That's right I 
think I might be in love with you but 
don't tell anyone . Love, Me 
Mel, I'm really glad your my friend. 
There are so many times that I don't 
know what j'd do without you. Thanks 
for bein there. Luv, Shell 
2 BR apartment, all appliances, 
mini-blinds, drapes, carpeted, ceil-
ing fan, WID hookup, basement 
storage, off-street parking, pool, 
pets ok, t 5 minutes to campus. 
Available after 1/1/91. Will provide 
incentives. 298-7398. 
Anyone interested in helping get 
the Sigma Alpha chapter of Alpha 
Phi Omega, the national co-ed ser-
vice fraternity, restarted please call 
Rhonda at 837 -1162 or Fred at 821-
1362. Name~' ______________________________ __ Date_' _____________________ _ 
OArT.~NA BEACH ' 119 . 
SO J H PAORE ISLAND '129' 
HELP WANTED srEA!lBoA r '96 ' 
"Writing for Litmag is like taking a 
bath," said anonymous Litmag 
submrtler D.C. "In cleanses the in-
sides and makes you feel Alive!" So 
cleanse yourself and submit to 
Lrtmag . Questions about submis-
sion call Kym at 441-2566 or 
Candare at 771-7138. 
Student#~' ___________________________ _ Phone Number: ______ ___ _ 
The Old Spaghetti Factory is look-
ing for energetic, hardworking, and 
dynamic individuals to join our res-
taurant staff. We are looking for 
bus, krtchen, host, wart, and bar 
personnel. Please call or come 
down Monday through Friday, 1-3, 
or make an appointment. We are 
located in Historic Laclede's Land-
ing at 727 North First. Call 621-
0276. 
Horizons is looking for suggestions 
of what people can do with their 
FaRr AUOiiDALE '1l7 ' 
PA~A~A CITY BEA CH '124' 
CORPUS CHRlsri 
MUHANC ISLAND 'lOS ' 
HltrON HEA.O ISL AND '112' 
1-Boo-~j1 -59n 
kl! 
MISCELLANEOUS 
Classic Image Photography- Pro-
fessional Photographic services 
for: Weddings, contemporary por-
traits, commercia l, advertising, 
portfolios, etc. Please call Bryan 
or Kelly at 291-0030. 
·C-U-R-R-E-N-T = 
PERSONALS 
Hey you (a.k.a. Anna ?) What did I 
do to make you act so indifferent? 
signed "They say he's just a friend" 
To all my good buds from Spanish I 
to 300. Hope your holidays are 
awesome!!! I will miss our loud 
Charlas in the halls. !Hasta Luego! 
SLR 
Cool-Unique-Radical-Right on-Excellent-New .... 
: 1/ 4 lb. Bacon Cheeseburge r 
Regular Custom Spiced Fry 
20 Oz. Drink 
$3 .00 
Personal Help Wanted 
For Rent For Sale 
Miscellaneous 
Message: 
.. . Try it 
1/4 lb. Hamburger Chile 
20 Oz. Drink 
$2.50 
EHpires 1/10/91 
EHpires 1/1 0 /9 1 
OOB8L"ES 
St. Charles 
946-9883 
One Coupon Per Customer 
Bel Ridge 
426-7765 
One coupon Per Customer Rege ncy Square 8801 Natural Bridge 
Next To Blockbuster OPEN: Good At Both Stores 
Sun 11-7, Men-Thurs 10-11, Fri 10 a.m.-12 a.m. 
CALLING ALL 
MARKETING 
M AJORS! 
The UM-St. Louis Current is looking 
for advertising sales representatives. If 
you are outgoing, have some communi-
cations knowledge and would like to 
grab some fast cash, contact Tom 
Kovach at 553-5175 or stop into #60 
Blue Metal Office Building. 
J 
BE A RED eRGSS VOLUNTEER 
American 
Red Cross 
-,.....- - - _. - -
.students, staff, and faculty: no charge 
off-campus advertising: $5 with no 
,proof of publication, $7 w ith proof of 
publication and 10 cents for every 
word over 40, 
Sig nature·;..-________________________ __ ~ 
AM I PREGNAl TT? 
FIND OUT FOR SURE . 
(~~~~ANa • FREE PTE'b11an cy Testing 
• Con,fJletply confidential 
• Call or wa lk in 
645·1424 227·51 11 
, I II 1\;1\1 1" Krl. 
f~1. 1.lIuiq dLjfh'lli! 
.24-Hour Phone ServIce 
Learn the Mac -·jr .. ~ 
at our place,--1~_.,_ ~~ >-----
at your pace. 
Learn how to use many popular 
Mac into~h<» prograrn~ at YOllr OWIJ pace 
.' . e-----
..... -~~. ~ . .... ;,.:-~ ~ ... ~, 
.r~\~ 
(~--" . . ~, 
1 
using our tutorials. PageMaker anu Microsoft Word are hoth availahle 
for your use Please call for your reservation . 
p ••• - •• ----.---------~ 
: FREE ' : 
• One Hour Macintosh tutorial computer time . • 
I TlItorial i ~ cassette training along with practice exercbes. No charge for • 
• cOIllJlllter relitallillle while usillg the free hour of tlltoriallime I 
I No t valid with any other offer. Offer expires 12/3 1/90 • 
I I 
• Open 7 Days k-Inko 5 «1 I . 
I 524-7529 • I 
• I I 8434 Florissant Road h I' 
I (3 blocks from campus) t e copy center Ij I 
~--.. -----~-.... -----~ 
EDITOR ALS 
November 29, 1990 
Lesson In Law 
Suppressing the First Amendment became an issue at 
the last SGA meeting when someone suggested a manda-
tory signing of "Clean Campaign Contract" for students 
who choose to run for office. If astudentchooses not to sign 
the contract, he/she may not be allowed to run. This 
contract is supposedly an attempt to prevent mud-slinging 
between candidates. 
If this were passed, such a contract would be a direct 
violation of the First Amendment. 
Former Supreme Court Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes 
expressed his opinion of free speech, saying it is the 
"protector of truth" and that it can only evolve from "free, 
robust, uninhibited communication in the marketplace of 
ideas." What is a university if it is not a marketplace of 
ideas? 
By law, students should not be restricted from publicly · 
stating their ideas and opinions about anything, including 
other candidates. Laws, like slander and libel exist to 
protect candidates from unjust accusations which could 
tarnish their reputations. 
The practice. of mud-slinging may be seen in many 
political campaigns, ranging from local to state and national 
levels. It may be tacky and unnecessary, but candidates 
have the constitutional right to express their opinions. 
Where does one draw the line between mud-slinging 
and getting legitimate information to the public? That is a 
question for a higher court. It is not up to any individual to 
decide. 
Cartoon Sense 
Every once in a while an editorial will cause contro-
versy. Such was the case of an editorial cartoon that ran 
a month ago about attitudes towards Arabs. It was brought 
to the attention of the Current that the cartoon was misin-
terpreted by some people affiliated with the university as 
well as people of Arab descent. This is unfortunate, as the 
Current deplores racism of any kind. 
LETTERS POLICY 
The Current welcomes lettters to the editor. The writer's 
student number and phone number must accompany alilelters . 
Non·students must also include their phone numbers. Letters 
should be no longer than two typed, double-spaced pages . 
No unsigned letters will be published, but the author's name 
can be withheld by request. 
The Currentreserves the right to edit all letters for space and 
style. 
The Current reserves the right to refuse publication of leiters . 
.. ·.·.:. ~e. pwrefli . iS~~PliSh~dW~klyonthu~ciays. Advertising. 
· ra~:are · iivaiia~IeupOnrequest by contacting thee uirent busi'- ..• 
·· : n¢$~ officeat(3t4r 553~5 i7S: Space reservatiohs for . advertise-
." :nientsmustbe :¥ceiyedby ·. 5 pJI1.theMoDday prlortqpUblicatlon. 
· ·· '11;i¢CUrre~i; f1BaIice (l in part by studehnktivity fee s ; is not an 
oftid31p~bii~ati(:m6ftheUniversity()fMi~souri . The UriiversitY . 
isn(jt resP()9§ihl~Jor ilieCwrent's contenrsllrtd pOlicies. • . . . . 
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Refornt Grade Appeal Cartoonist Explains 
To the editor; 
Grade-appeal refo rm is an idc3 
whose time. has come. 
As it is , a student who was 
smitten with a bad grade for 
unintentionally insulting the 
instructor can only grovel up to the 
ins tructor, chairperson or dean (in 
that order) , but the crazy thin g 
about the procedure is that none 
except the instructor can change the 
grade. If you appeal to tile cha irper-
son, he or she can only recommend 
to the instructor that Ule grade be 
reconsidered - something like the 
lion inviting the lamb into iL~ oen. 
The pretext is that only the instruc-
tor can judge the work of the 
studenl Ridiculous sophistry! 
Any intelligent person is 
capable of reviewing the basis for a 
certain grade, and hence I recom-
mend that the chairperson and the 
dean be given the authority and 
charged with the responsibility of 
overturning unfair grades . 
I have been smitten all to often 
and I am all too fan1iliar and 
disgusted with the irrationality of a 
handful of instructors who abuse 
the ir authority and take revenge 
through grades. Something ought to 
be done about iL 
Sincerely, 
John Fleming 
His Use Of Satire 
To the editor; 
It has come to my auention 
that a cartoon of mine was 
misinterpreted by a reader of the 
Current. 
TImt in ilSClf is not unusual, 
but due to the sensitive nature of 
the subject, I would like to 
clarify my intentions. 
In the aftennath of the recent 
crisis in the Persian Gulf, there 
were reported instances of 
harassment and brutality towards 
people of Arab descenl I 
attempted to express my outrage 
and disgust with the "Arab 
Bashing" cartoon. Judging from 
the response I received, includ-
ing positive calls from Arab-
Americans, I succeeded. 
With any use of satire or 
exaggeration, there will be those 
who do not "get" it, or who take 
itliLCrally. Although, I am sorry 
your reader was offended, she 
apparently falls into that cat-
egory . 
Sincerely, 
John Branch 
Non~SmokingPolicy Is Soci ally Responsible 
To the editor; 
The opinion expressed in the 
Nov. 15 issue of the Current 
promoting the virtues and rights of 
smokers was appalling. The twi stc<.l 
views which employed irrelevant 
and fallacious slippery slope 
reasonin g to de fend such a position 
are difficult to fathom as originat-
ing from a "journalist." 
While statistical proof is 
difficult to assess, very few "eople 
(who are not tied-in ,0 ~hc tobacco 
lobby) believe that smoke, whether 
primary or secondary in nature, is 
not directly correlated to an 
increased risk of health problems. 
The fact is that the elimination 
of smoking has been concluded to 
be one of the top single means of 
expanding one's life expectancy 
and reducing health prohlems. Not 
only does this fact raise the rights of 
non-smokers above those of 
smokers, but socially responsible 
smokers should not want to invoke 
their health deteriorating habit on 
others. 
Non-smokers are already 
picking up the tab for the large 
incremental increase in health care 
costs to society caused by smoking 
in the form of higher health 
insurance premiums in group health 
plans and higher taxes to care for 
those dependent upon governmental 
programs to address their health 
care needs. Surely, non-smokers 
should not be expected to bear costs 
to their own health as well. 
Unfortunately, the University is 
Going Greyhound? Tr avellers Beware 
To the editor; 
Student travellers beware. If 
you plan on travelling by Grey-
hound bus during the holidays, 
please take note of a few facts 
before paying the fare. 
First, there is absolutely no 
form of communication system 
abroad the buses. If tll e bus should 
happen to break down while en 
route, a passenger should require 
medical atlention , or any other type 
of emerge ncy should arise , there is 
on way for the driver to contact his 
place of destination or departure, 
nor the police. 
Another fact to be consCious of 
is who and/or what is being carried 
on the bus. Drug and weapons 
smugglers use GreyhoWld as a 
Conn of transportation because 
Greyhound does not require 
passengers and their luggage to 
pass through a metal detector or 
undergo any type of search to 
deteCt weapons on a person. 
Many incidents have occured 
due to a lack of security on the pan 
of Greyhound, but these incidents 
~ only affect those who cannot afford 
LO travel by plane or drive them-
selves, and consequently are not as 
publicized as they in fact should 
be. 
Yeah, $68 is a great price to go 
almost anywhere you want, but is it 
worth the risk of your personal 
safety? 
Paul Foglemen 
probably motivated to install a non-
smoking policy out of the real 
concern about the legal liability 
issue rather than a pro-active 
statemenl reflecting true concern 
about the health of those utilizing 
campus facilities. 
. However, whatever the motiva-
tion, it is good to see that the 
University is moving in a direction 
many other areas of the country 
began to progress towards five to 
ten years ago. 
Jerry R. King 
CORRECTION 
In the Nov. 8 issue of the 
Current , Jerrold Siegel was 
incorrectly identified. His title 
is Coordinator of Campus 
Computing. E2.Andalafte is the 
chair of the Department of 
Mathematics and Computer 
Science. 
The Current apogizes for 
any confusion this may have . 
caused. 
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WENTE from page~1 _________________ _ 
great station and working for W ent~ 
ha~ been wonderful. 
"The changes she has made here 
are nothing short of miraculous," he 
said. 
Wente said recent figures indi-
cate that she and her staff are on the 
right track. 
"This last fundraiser was a 17 
percenl increase from last fall's fund 
drive, which is outstanding." Wente 
said. ''This 17 percent tells a Story. It 
tells a story that over half of the 
people that called in and contributed 
to the fund drive, were new mem-
bers. That means it's the first time 
they have ever picked up the phone to 
call. 
''That means they just started lis-
tening to and believing in KWMU, 
_ which is fabulous. It feels good." 
Operations Manager Mary 
Edwards, who has been with the sta-
tion for 16 years, said of Wente, "She 
is a strong leader." 
Membership Manager Laura 
Deister, who started her full time 
position in September, said when 
Wente is gone, it's noticeable. And 
when she walks in the door, Deister 
said, she brings with her an auitude 10 
work and everything comes together. 
FIN E TUNING: Patricia Wente, ge'neral manager of KWM U, in front .' 
of the control board. 
"Everyone has a good feeling 
aboutherlWenteJ and everyone wants 
to work with her," Deister said. 
One of the assets Wente brings 
with her to KWMU is her experience 
in National Public Radio (NPR). 
Wente was elected to theNPR Board 
of Directors in September, where she 
works on the membership organiza-
tion of all the NPR affiliated radio 
stations. She helps design and follow 
through with the policies and proce-
dures at the NPR. 
The fact that Wente ison theNPR 
Board of Directors benefits KWMU 
in many ways. 
"It gives visibility to the station 
nationwide and when you have this. 
it heightens your chances for partici-
pating in various programs by 
heightening your image." Wente said. 
She also said that more attention 
is given to KWMU and more impor· 
tance to the stations' needs. 
"I think this is the way it works," 
she said, "when anybody is on ana· 
tional board, I think people pay atten-
tion a lot more." 
Wente said she is very proud of 
all the work and all the progress that 
has been made. 
"Change is difficult for people 
who are around and especially for the 
people who are implementing it. I 
think it is importanlto move forward, . 
and to do the best thing with a profes-
sional interest." 
Wente said the future definitely 
looks good for KWMU. 
"There is great potential," Wente 
said. "This has been the most profes-
sionally stimulating year of my life, 
and at the same time the best. I am 
looking for a very bright future." 
Wente also credited her staff for 
helping (0 make the future look so 
bright. 
"We have a good team together 
and I think we are going Lv go for-
ward together." 
STUDY AND LIVE IN FRANCE OR GERMANY 
Year Abroad Exchange Programs in: 
Lyon, France 
Frankfurt, Germany 
stuttgart, Germany 
Earn OM-St. Louis credit 
while studying in Europe. 
Deadline: January 1S, 1991 
Applications/Information: 
WE'LL ERASE YOUR 
CO ELOAH. 
If YOU're stuck with a student loan that's 
n~t in default, the Army might pay it off. 
If you qualify, we'll reduce your debt 
Introducing 
Family Planning Inc. 
Women's Health Care Clillie 
In Two Convenient Locations 
4024 Woodson Rolld 
St. Uluis. MO 631 >4 
427-4331 
5621 Delmar,Suite 108 
SI. Louis, MO 63112 
361·2880 
Sen ices Offered 
* Birth Control & Fa.miJy 
PLanniIli: Information 
:/I AfI'ordable ~rYices 
'" Medi~id Accepted 
:II COIH'enicot EveDing and 
, Sliturday Hours 
.. Low Cost Pre· SteriluatioD 
E(hlC~iuD & Eum 
Call For An Appointment 
RESERVE 
'1Vant to paint a picture? 
5tre you creative 
andwant to 
draw? 
AfP····  ..... . ~  
;&7/ 
S how your 
5lrtistic 
52l.bifity 
Carr tlie C1.l!l(!l(f£:J\[rr at 553-5174 
and askJor Laura or stop by 
tlie 'B[ue 9vfeta[ Office 'Bui[c{ing 
1(m.l 
ATTENTION: FACULTYJ STAFFJ AND STUDENTS 
A 30 second test 
subject: your insurance including your TSA 
(Tax Sheltered Annuity) 
1. Are you paying any service fees and/or cornmisions? 
Yes_ No_ 
2. Does the insurance company have your fWlds invested in jWlk bonds, troubled 
real estate, pork bellies, bad stock deals, or savings and loans? 
Yes_ No_ 
3. Could your insurance company be one of the troubled companies that has 
drained millions of dollars from the state education fund? 
(source: St. Louis Post-Dispatch) 
Yes_ No_ 
4. Is your insurance company one of the 1,393 of approximately 1,400 companies 
that has.1!Qi.recieved a superior safety and performance rating by both of the 
major rating services? 
(source: The Houston Post) 
Yes_ No_ 
If you answered yes to ill1Y of these questions, you may be gambling with your 
retirement funds or family protection funds. 
Why take a chance? Give us a call to arrange a meeting at your convenience. 
Dan WagnerJ UM-St. Louis Alumnus 
(314) 275·2100 
OFFI CER S' TRAINI NG CORPS 
CASHIN by 113 for each year you serve as a 
soldier. so after just 3 years you 'll 
have a clean slate. 
You'll also have training in a 
choice of skills and enough 
self-assurance to last you 
the rest of your life. 
ON GOOD GRADES. 
Get all the details from 
your Army Recruiter. 
Sergeant Young 
382-9114 
ARMY. BE AU YOU CAN BE. 
J 
If you're a qualified student with good grades, 
apply now for a scholarship from Army ROTC. 
Army ROTC scholarships pay tuition, most 
books and fees, plus $100 per school month. 
They also payoff with leadership experience 
and officer credentials impressive to future 
employers. 
ARMY ROTC 
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE 
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE. 
Captain Mark S. Spindler 
Army ROTC _ 
Blue Metal Office Building 
(314) 553-5176 
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Disabled Resource CenterOffers New Opportunities 
by Sherman D. Cassidy 
reporter 
Imagine a professor gi ving you an 
assignment which must be done on a 
computer. How could you do the as-
signment if you were blind? Also 
imagine a professor giving you an 
assignment which requires listening 
to tapes. How could you do this if you 
couldn't hear? Imagine, one more 
time, a professor giving you an as-
signment that required you to retrieve 
a book from the top shelf in the li-
brary. How could you do it if you 
were confined to a wheelchair? 
Being a college student these 
days is tough enough, but disabled 
students are faced with many ob-
stacles that go beyond those faced by 
others. 
These problems have been 
around for many years, UM-St. Louis 
is taking steps towards alleviating 
some of the barriers. In recent years, 
we have seen automatic doors and 
ramps installed at several buildings 
on campus, but something else has 
happened that has not been seen by 
everyone. There is a room in Thomas 
Jefferson Library which has been set 
aside to house equipment solely for 
the use of disabled students. This 
room is the Disabled Students Re-
source Center (DSRC). 
Mari lyn Ditto, Administrator for 
Special Student Programs, is in 
charge of the DSRC. She explained 
the origin of the room. 
"]n 1984, the university adopted 
an auxiliary aid and services policy as 
a direct result of Executive Order 21. 
This is when the university took a 
stand and made a commitment to 
make accommodations," Ditto said. 
Executive order 21 was specifi-
cally designed for providing auxil-
iary aids for handicapped students, 
and it declares a policy of assessing 
disabled students' needs and the 
university's commitment to assist 
them in obtaining necessary aid. It 
states: 
"The university maintains its 
commitment to the education of 
qualified handicapped students by 
providing them an equally effective 
opportunity to participate in or ben-
efit from its educational programs." 
"It begins with self identifica-
tion," said 'Ditto. "Students must 
identify themselves as disabled and 
inform us of their disabilities if they 
wish us to provide services. They can 
also choose not to. It's strictly volun-
tary." 
Students are given a couple of 
chances to identify themselves. 
When students are notified that their 
applications for admission to the 
university have been accepted, they 
are asked to contact Ditto if they have 
a disability that may require special 
attention or services. Also, each reg-
istration packet contains a request 
that students inform the administra-
tion of any disabilities they have that 
may need special attention. 
The idea of a room with equip-
ment for disabled students is not new. 
According to Ditto, 15 to 20 years ago 
the university obtained a one-time 
grant to purchase equipment for blind 
students. The equipment was PW'-
chased, and placed in a room on the 
fifth floor of the library. The room 
was open to all students. A process of 
identification of disabled students, 
and how the university can accom-
modate their needs has been estab-
lished, Only those who qualify may 
interested," Ditto explained. They 
were - and she prepared a proposal. 
By the time the Lion's Club provided 
the money for the equipment, two 
years had gone by and Ditto had re-
vised the proposal twice, each time 
giving the Lion's club more infor-
mation that they required. The flfSt 
revision was to provide information 
about the purpose of the center, the 
history of the campus, and demo-
graphics of the student population. 
The second revision was to provide 
more specific information about the 
equipment to be purchased. 
The Lion's Club is an interna-
tional service organization dedicated 
to helping the blind. Fred Priese, 
District Governor for the Lion's Club 
at that time, remembers taking the 
proposal to a Board meeting of the 
local Lion's Club in July ofl989. The 
price tag on the proposal was just 
under $17,000, and since some of the 
funds were to come from Lion's Club 
International, it wasn't until March 
1990 that fi nal approval came 
through. 
According to Priese, one of the 
reasons for the delay was that this 
proposal was not the only one being 
equipment just to have it in the room 
for the dedication," remembered 
Ditto. The borrowed equipment was 
returned after the dedication. 
The new equipment pW'chased 
this year is mostly for the blind or 
visually impaired. The new equip-
ment includes: two personal comput-
ers, one with a speech synthesizer 
which "speaks" what is displayed on 
the screen and one which displays 
text in extra large types; two com-
puter desks; a transcriber; a type-
writer; a talking calculator; a large 
print calculator; and an enlarging (re-
conditioned) copier. Some of the 
older equipment from the room on the 
fifth floor room which has been in-
corporated into the new DSRC in-
cludes: tape recorders, two Perkins 
braiUers; a braille typewriter; and a 
device called an Optican, which 
"reads" text through a fiber optic 
camera and produces vibrations on a 
finger pad for the blind person's "ob-
servation". 
Ditto hopes to add other equip-
ment to the room eventually, like a 
Durzweil reader and a voice recogni-
tion system for mobility disabled stu-
dents. 
Hardware isn't the only thing a 
"/t's like an oasis. It's a place where I can go student will fmd in the DSRC. A 
work-study student spends IS hours a 
and study in peace and quiet. " week in the center and is available to 
those studenL~ who need assistance 
_ Brian Brinker with the equipment. Computer 
-------------------------- manuals are also available, as are 
use it. It is Ditto's job to assess a 
student's disabilities and decide 
whether special accommodations are 
necessary, 
The idea of a" new and improved" 
room was planted in Diuo's mind 
about three years ago, when a group 
called Alternatives for the Blind in 
Living and Employment (ABLE) 
brought four blind students to the 
university toenroU in classes. ABLE 
is a local rehabilitation center for 
newly blinded people. Officials at 
ABLE contacted Diuo for assistance 
for the students. In an effort to locate 
and obtain equipment which might be 
helpful to these students, Ditto 
learned from ABLE officials that the 
Lion's Club might help pay for some 
equipment. 
"First, I contacted them [the 
Lion's Club] to see if they would be 
considered. Priese was quick to point tapes for instructional purposes. 
out that the Lion's Club has been quite Oddly enough, a couple of stu-
active in supporting many local insti- dents which were to benefit from the 
tutions, including this university 'S DSRC have experienced the most 
School of Optometry for many years. trouble with it. Jane Holcomb, a blind 
"We do a lot in this community student, was infonned of the center in 
and allover the world," Priese said. April of this year when Ditto told ~er 
In honor of the Lion's Club mak- about the June dedication. However, 
ing the donation to the university for her experiences with the center have 
the new equipment, a dedication was left her less than impressed. When a 
t ern on June 2nd of this year, when a reader for Holcomb tried to gain ac-
large plaque was unveiled in the cess to the center to record a textbook 
room. The dedication was held in for Holcomb on one of the tape re-
June to coincide with the Lion's Club corders in the room, the reader was 
International Convention which was told that the room was not available. 
held in St. Louis at that time. Priese Another blind student, Mark Har-
said that 35 to 40 thousand members ris, was told on August 23rd that the 
of Lion's Clubs from aLI over [he room would open on the 27th of Au-
world attended the convention. Since gusL When it wasn't, Harris said that 
the room was not yet operational, Ditto explained that a policy for the 
Ditto had to improvise. use of the center had to be established 
"I begged and borrowed pieces of before it opened. Harris had ex-
Getting equal oppurtunity : Tina Brown shows Brian Brinken, a 
disabled student, how to use the new equipment in the DSRC. 
pressed interest in using the center 
this semester, but had to bypass that 
. option because of the late opening. 
"It takes time to plan your sched-
ule, and I couldn't wait until a month 
into the semester to learn a new rou-
tine. I had to get on with things," said 
Harris . 
Ditto remembers many problems 
during the entire process of acquiring 
and installing the new equi pment. 
"I had some expert adv ice which 
turned out not to be so expert," Ditto 
said. "We didn't receive some for the 
equipment we ordered. Some of the 
equipment we received wasn't com-
patible, so we had to return and reor-
der. Some of the equipment in the 
room on the fifth floor was incorpo-
rated into the center, and most of the 
equipment didn't work." 
As far as the late opening, Ditto 
added that "it was never the case that 
anyone was denied use of the equip-
ment. If anyone wanted to usc the 
room, all they had to do was ask. If 
they called, and wan ted to usc it, I 
would tell them to go lO the library, 
and I would call the library and tell 
them to let them in." 
Apparently some of the equip-
ment didn't work even after the room 
was opened. When Holcomb's reader 
again went [0 the DSRC lO use a 
recorder, she found that the recorders 
were not functioning properly. When 
Holcomb herself investigated the 
room, she found that other items were 
not functioning properly, either. A 
later visit to the center on November 
4 showed that all equipment out and 
available seemed to be functioning. 
Not all of the students who have 
used the DSRC are complaining. 
Matthew Young, a mobility disabled 
student, has used the room to do his 
homework. Young is a partial 
paraplegic, and has very limited use 
of his limbs. He dictates his home-
work while another person wTites it 
down for him. Brian Brinker, another 
mobility disabled student, obtaining a 
Teacher's Certificate in Special Edu-
cation, says that the ('enter has "been 
very helpful to me. It's like an oasis_ 
It's a place where I can go study in 
peace and quiet." 
The late opening and malfunc-
tioning equipment notwithstand ing , 
the Disabled Students Resource 
Center is now open and avai lable to 
those who can demonstrate the need 
for the special adaptive equipment. 
Students wishing to use the facility 
must contact Marilyn Diuo in the 
Office of Student Affairs. 
Brinker may have said it best 
when he noted, "The older you get, 
you're sUpp(> ed to get wiser, but 
there has been a tremendous change 
in technology. It's a whole new ball 
game." 
Now that the university has the 
new center, disabled students are fi -
nally getling a chance to gel in to the 
game. 
Predator 2 : Alien Hunter Stalks Your Nervous System 
by A.A, Evans 
and Brad Touchette 
movie critics 
If there is a single word that can 
adequately describe "Predator 2," 
that word is "violent." This movie is 
not for the weak at heart, nor is it for 
anyone who can't tolerate a lot of 
cursing. 
Despite the considerable amount 
of violence and bad language, there is 
never a dull moment during this film. 
Each and every scene is action packed 
and it will keep you on the edge of 
your seat, forcing your eyes to remain 
riveted to the screen. 
The setting for the sequel is in 
drug-ridden Los AngeJes, 1997. This 
is a different kind of jungle, but sur-
vival of the fittest still pervades - this 
time on the streets. Some of the most 
brutal scenes to ever hit the screen are 
shown during a shootout between 
drug pushers and the police in the 
opening scene 
This movie ftll the "never a dull 
moment" catagory easily. The story 
centers around a series of mysterious 
deaths involving drug lords and their 
clan. The police are called in to inves-
tigate, of course, and by proving their 
own stalking prowess to the alien, 
they become his next target. 
The "never a dull moment" qual-
ity ofthisfllm is only enhanced by the 
cast Bill Paxton ("Aliens","Weird 
Science"), brought to the movie a 
comedic flare as Jerry Lam ben, nick-
named the "Lone Ranger". His por-
trayal of a rebel without a clue made 
you snicker even though your senses 
were being bombarded with anticipa-
tion of the next kill. 
Maria Conchita Alonso ("Col-
ors", "The Running Man ") gives new 
definition being a "balls to the wale;-
kind of chic. She plays Officer 
Leona Cantrell convincingly and hu-
morously. It is a much better per-
formance than the one she gave in 
"The Running Man:'. and she could 
really blossom into someone to 
.l-~'-' if she keeps up the good work. 
Glover had to lose 20 pounds for 
his role as Lieutenant Mike 
Harrigan in Predator 2. 
Gary Busey ("Lethal Weapon", 
"The Buddy Holly Story") plays his 
usually convincing role of govern-
ment agent Peter Keyes, a man ob-
sessed with capturing the alien preda-
tor. He is becoming stereotyped in 
Hollywood , ihough, by accepting 
roles of the slightly psychotic. This is 
something he should get away [rom if 
he wants more recognition in a sea of 
potential actors. Still, he gives an 
intense performance and suits the role 
perfectly. 
Ruben Blades ("Mo' Better 
Blues", "The Two Jakes") is boring as 
officer Danny Archuleta. His role is 
pretty lifeless, and he doesn't help 
malleTS - even ifhe is best friends with 
Lieutenant Mike Harrigan, played by 
Danny Glover. Even the alien preda-
tor, portrayed by Kevin Peter Hall, 
puts in a better performance. But 
make no mistake, this is Glover's 
movie. 
Danny Glover ("Bat 21","Lethal 
Weapon 1&2"), shines above the rest 
this time. His most successful films 
before this one were the "Lethal 
Weapon" films, but his work was 
shadowed by Mel Gibson's perfor-
mances. Not this time. Glover por-
trays the intense, high-strung Lieu-
tenant Harrigan with such conviction 
that his tenseness only adds to your 
own caused by the film. He blows his 
co-stars away in his relentless pursuit 
of the bad guy. 
And what a bad guy! 
]n addition to the deadly weapons 
that the alien used in the original 
"Predator," the producers of Predator 
2 have added a few more surprises to 
Lhe alien 's arsenal, making the preda-
tor even more superior in it's task of 
seeking out and destroying mere gun-
toting humans. The people who cre-
"MAN, THIS IS INTENSE": (I to r) Ruben Blades, Ma ria Conchita Alonso, and Danny Glover play 
LA cops trying to find out what they're dealing with befo re the federal government gets a chance to step 
in and step on their toes in "Predator 2" . Gary Busey (not pictured) plays Keyes, the federal agent in ctla rge. 
ated this fIlm - and the original - are 
obviously seriously bent individuals. 
The new toys the alien has are de-
mented and yet sheer genius. When 
the al ien pulls some of these weapons 
out, you may catch yourself mum-
bling .. "wow!" 
Unlike the [lfSt movie, the hunted 
humans get to employ sophisticated 
technical equipment in an effort to 
trap the predator. But the alien hunter, 
as in the first movie, will not allow 
itself to be cornered by well thought 
out procedures and tools which to him 
are primitive. Instead, his demise is 
the result of the qu ick thinking and 
reactions of his prey. 
There are a lot of fasc inating 
things to see in this movie if you 
watch close enough. Some of the 
most fascinating concepts, as I've 
said before, arc the predator's tools 
and weapons. The wildest movie ract 
to look for is if you look in the 
predator's trophy case when Glover 
is in the predator's ship, you'll see the 
skull of a xenophobe (an alien from 
the movie "Alien"). 
Predator 2" is a definite must see 
movie for fans that prefer movies 
packed with non-stop action. Jr, on 
the other hand, YOLl deplore violence, 
don't go. This movie is for those who 
enjoy a good killing, (or maybc two or 
three or four, ten , twenty, etc .) 
One usually hasa hard time giving 
a movie a rating. You always have 
loconsider a movie's moralistic value. 
Ummm, screw the morals. Four stars. 
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UM -S t . Louis 
Awards Atkins 
Hannah Atkins, Oklahoma secn.~­
tary of state, has received an award 
from the University of Missouri-St. 
Louis for her outstanding record of 
service to the nation. Interim Chan-
cellor Blanche M. Touhil! presented 
Atkins with the award during a lun-
cheon held Nov. 16 at the University. 
Higher Education 
Conference Dec. 7 
The Ninth Annual Higher Educa-
tion Mid-Year Conference will be 
held on Friday, Dec. 7, at Stephens 
College in Columbia, Mo. 
The program will be presented by 
the Missouri Association for Adult 
Continuing and Community Educa-
tion, in cooperation with the Univer-
sity ofMissouri-St. Louis Continuing 
Education - Extension and the School 
of Education. 
Keynote speaker Sharan B. 
Current 
The fee for the program is $50, 
including refreshments, lunch , park-
ing, and materials . Fee for students is 
$20. 
For more information, call Joseph 
Williams at UM-StLouis, 553-5%1. 
Forensics/ Debate 
Club To Sponsor 
Showcase Dec.II 
The Forensics/Debate Club of 
UM- St. Louis will sponsor an Indi-
vidual Events Showcase on Tuesday, 
Dec. 11, from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. ain 
room 200 of Lucas Hall. 
..... -~ .. ::::.::. . 
. .. .... ; .. :.:- ...• 
Evaluation of 
Campus Dec.4 
The UM -St Louis campus will be 
evaluated on Tuesday, Dec. 4. There 
will be two open sessions for faculty, 
staff, and students to offer informa-
tion or express opinions to Dr. Jarrow 
regarding disabled student services, 
accommodations, or accessibility. 
The open sessions will be held from 
11:30 a.m. to 12:15 p.m. and from 6 
p.m. to 7 p.m. in 119 J.C. Penney. 
If you have any questions regard-
ing the scheduled evaluative consul-
tation, please do not hesitate to con-
tact Dr. Karl Beeler, at 5211. 
25 Undergraduate 
Scholarships Are 
Available 
Twenty-five scholarships are 
available for undergraduate students 
majoring in engineering and science 
disciplines. The scholarships are des-
ignated for those students interested 
in pursuing careers in environmental 
November 29, 1990 
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restoration or wa'>te management 
(ER/WM). 
Applicants must be U.S. citizens 
and currently pursuing an Associate 
of Science or Bachelor of Science 
degree full time. 
Selection is based on academic 
performance, recommendations, 
background, and a statement of career 
goals by the applicant 
Scholarship applications are be-
ing taken through January 28, 1991, 
and awards will be announced in May 
1991. For applications or more infor-
mation contact Peggy Gibson at (615) 
576-9278. 
Among other honors, Atkins, an 
African-American, was appointed by 
Oklahoma Gov. Henry Bellmon in 
January 1987 to the position of cabi-
net secretary of social services and 
then in September 1987 to a dual role 
of secretary of state and secretary of 
human resources. Atkins was ap-
pointed by President Carter in 1980 as 
U.S. delegate to the 35th General 
Assembly of the United Nations. 
Merriam ,PH.D., will address "Work, 
Love, and Learning." She is a profes-
sor of adult education at the Univer-
sity of GeorgiaJack D. McCall, a 
University Extension community de-
velopment specialist in northwest 
Missouri will conduct a workshop 
that will enable participants to utilize 
the conference information in future 
programs and projects. 
The showcase will consist of na-
tionally rated performances from the 
award-winning UM- St. Louis fo-
rensics team. Come and cheer your 
peerson! Admission is free. If you 
have any questions or for more infor-
mation please call 553-5816. 
EDUCATIONAL PRI CI NG! 
She hold a doctor of Human 
Letters degrees from Benedict Col-
lege in Columbia, S.c. 
I'm Here 
When You Need Me 
rra 
CIRRUS. 
The Automatic Teller 
Normandy Ban k Customers, g e t yo ur application at the facility in University Center or call us at 383-
5555 . If you have your account at ano ther bank, your ATM card can be used at the ma ;hine in Univer-
sity Cent er if it has a BankMate or Cirrus symbol on it. 
383-5555 
IWlnzandi; BaM 
7151 NATURAL BRIDGE 
ST. LOUIS, MO 63121 
Member FDW 
Computer Shack Decenlber Special, Happy Christmas! 
Complete Systen7 with Color VGA and 40MB Hard Drive 
*1 mb Ram in ~L9.ll~Q 286-12MHZ $ 1,178 
~.144(3 ~]lf~].QrJ .2r.0BJ.::.:-JJ4'J Floppy 386-SX 16MHZ $ 1,353 
'C01QIJI.0.A.MQJJUor 386-SX20MHZ $1 ,565 
, 
, . 
-'.~.YAE? .H_clliLOLive 386-25MHZ(No Cache)$ 1,765 
'101 K~.oardlC;b9J..GG_Ql_6 __ sJ.y~ 386-33MHZ(64K Cache)$2,189 
'200 watt _2..Qwer SUQQiY 486-25A1HZ Cache $3,487 
-- -- .- -- -- .- -- -- -- .... 
Now Available at Your 
College Store! 
Available at: 
Participating Lotus Authorized Educational Resellers 
72 hours Tested 
1 yem- Warranty, Parts and Labor 
5 free Software 
Name Brand Components 
Superior Technical Support 
Computer •. S~a¢~i ' ~\.: ··;':\iI; /;C. 
9408 Page Rd." ' Over1and,Mo~ .63132 . ' ' <: 
Tel: .428-1796 ' . .} 
Bus. H=~~~::i! ~(fdmtlJ;VM:/i: 
" sat.J1aI1J to 8pin··· .::: 
OeducU40 from above prices If you assemble by yourself! 
MOUSE .JOYSTIC DIG T:, c; SCANNER 
GM5DQ0 DE LU XE MCL ·S;:: ""' TYPE 
AR"7EC S::R , A ~ 1.1 ::), .. SE W/PAD G TYPE 
CC i..:)R VTE C H MOU SE H TYPE 
M '::, q ::::: SOFT Bu S MOuSE'" TYPE 
GII · ~:<0 SCANNER 400 DDI 
P;l..~~~AX FUL L PAGE SC ANNER 
OThER FUl..L PAGE SCANNER 
DIG ITIZER WITH <1 BU UTONS , 12" X 12 " 
JOYSTiC WITH FIRE BUTTON 
OTHER SPEC JOYSTiC 
CALL 
CALL 
l;(lr AflJTC /\!cI'It.lT\ · and l . ar~'t'( Hard DrJ"ve I ,
~)/("a '\l' ( 'JII U!-"0JfC Price' 
------------------------~ 
49 
32 
59 
99 
.99 
980 
2S9 
29 
HAYS COMPATIBLE MODEMS 
ST AR 2400 , INTERNAL . G TYPE: 
QUICK TEL . MNP. 2400, INTERr'-lAL, H TYPE 
QU!CK TEL. MNP. 2400 . EXTEPIANL , H TYPE 
QUICK TEL. SENDFAX , 2400. IrHERNAl 
QUICK TEL. SEND FA X, 2400, EXTERNAL 
MOD EM 9600 AND FAX , G TYP'E 
PR INTERS . DOT MATRIX 
PANASONIC 1124 
CITIZEN GSX 140 
CITIZEN 1200 
ALPLS, 24PIN 
78 
119 
139 
169 
199 
298 
285 
329 
169 
389 
Local Area Network 
COMPUTER PROTECTOR 
SURGE PROTECTOR, G TYPE 
SURGE PROTECTOR, 1 NANO SECOND, H TY 
SURGE PROTECTOR, COMPLETE, H TYPE 
UPS SYSTEM 
STATIC PAD MINI 
STATIC PAD MEDIUM 
SPECIAL CUSTOM MADE STATIC PAD 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL 
CAll 
9 
39 
49 
' . 
The Macintosh Classic 
o "pon I Simpli f:>'l transform i'! 
QExamp}es . 
OL[[iJY+4Y) ~L(8) : 
2 .,. 
o- :L s - jt2YO_ I,O)+s2 . 
j= 1 . 
o -Y(I , O)-SY(O,O) ; s2y : . 
o -6 -s O+s2Y+4Y 
7he Macintosb Le 
I . f 
_ ..d!f"~.i!!C·5 
. African 
Energy 
Resources 
~ Natural Gas 
. - -
. .;.~. -.; ...... '~--'. 
7l.Jf J 1(1Cil1 t asb lIst' 
With Apple's introduction of tllree ne,v 
Macintosh® computers, nleeting the challenges ()I 
college life just got a whole lot easier. Bet 'ausc 
now, everybody can afford a Macintosh. 
The Macintosh ClassieR 
is our most affordable lllodel. 
yet it comes wid1 everydling you 
. need-including a hard disk 
drive. The conlbines color capa-
bilities with affordability. And the Macintosh llsi 
is perfect for students who need a C0111putt'r 
with extra power and expanclability . 
No matter which Macintosh you cht)( )se. 
you'll have a computer that lightens your \\'ork 
load without giving you anodler tough subject 
to learn. Every Macintosh conlputer is e::lsy t() set 
up and even easier to nlaster. And 'when yuu\e 
leanled one program, you're well on Y< Jur \vay 
to learning them all. That's because tllousands of 
available progranls all work in the Sa111e, con 
sistent manner. You can even share int( )rnl~ltinll 
with someone who uses a different type of 
computer-tllanks to Apple's versatile Super! )li\'e;" 
which reads from and writes to Macint()s11, 
MS-DOS, OS/2, andApple ~ II floppy disks. 
See the new?viacintosh conlputers l< H' 
yourself, and find out how surviving L'( )llege i LIst 
got a whole lot easier. 
For further information~isit ilie 
Office of Computing; '~il02 SSB 
or call 553-6000C 
.:... r 
£>1990 Apple Computer. I"C. Apple, the Apple logo, and M;lC'lnlosh iJle r 'stercQ Irad'emQrl'.! 01 Apph. r.,,·IlI'jl \' I "., 'l ';~' I '" . ' I I II . I. , ' ! I 
you r besl " are trademarKs Of App!e Computer. Inc. Classlc :s a ,egl!iIC Irademark ltC'tmSC0 1!) ;'\pr ',;, \..e'lI;.':;h " / ", , .~ ; . r ~ " " 'I 1<;' . j . 
lraclemark 01 MlCrosoh Corporal Ion 05,12 IS a registered Irademark 01 Inltrn;mOnaJ !JSlfIess Ma~h'" Et~ C \) ' ~ 'f"tl: .\'. 
. . , 
---~ .-
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Rivermen Fly By Opponents In Two Game 
The Rivennen improved their of-
fensive numbers on Nov. 21 , with a 
114-78 victory over Webster at the 
Mark Twain Building. Five players 
scored in double figures as the 
Rivennen coasted to their second win 
of the season. 
Senior point guard Chri~ Pilz led 
the Rivennen with 31 points. He was 
followed by Leon Kynard with 17 
points, Kevin Sneed and Kevin Hill , 
with 12 each and Scott Crawford with 
11. Sophomores Steve Roder and 
Mike Moore chipped in with nine 
points apiece. 
Pilz enjoyed another sensational 
game for the Rivermen. He connected 
on 11 of 13 shots from the field , 
including a perfect 5-for-5 from 3-
point range, and 4-for-4 from the free 
throw tine. He also had 10 rebounds, 
seven assists and five steals while 
playing just 28 minutes. 
"Chris has been outstanding," 
Meckfcssel said. "He probably won't 
continue to shoot and score as well as 
·he has, but I'm sure he'll continue to 
play just as hard as he has in the first 
two games." 
The Rivermen dominated the 
boards for the second straight game, 
outrebounding the Gorlocks 61-39. 
Pilz and Crawford led the tearn with 
10 rebounds each. HiU and Moore 
had eight rebounds apiece. "Crawford 
and Hill probably have exceeded our 
expectations in the first two games," 
Meckfessel said. "They have been 
very strong on the boards." 
. TheRivermenalsoshot51 percent 
from the floor, a marked improve-
ment over their 41 percent effort in 
the opener against Quincy. 
Meckfessel, however, was was not 
DRIBBLE IT, SHOOT IT! Leon Kynard looks for the opportunity 
to pass or shoot the ball as he is approached by an opponent. (photo 
by Michelle McMurray) 
pleased with his tearn's 22 turnovers 
against Webster. 
"We've played well defensively 
and on the boards," he said. "But we 
need to shoot better and be more pa-
tient on offense." 
The 114 points scored against 
Webster was the most for a UM-St. 
Louis team since the 1984-85 season, 
when the Rivennen beat MiHikin 119-
85. 
In a previous game, Pilz scored 26 
points and grabbed 10 rebounds a~ the 
UM-St. Louismen's basketball squad 
opened the 1990-91 season with a 77-
61 victory over Quincy College on 
Nov. 17 at the Mark Twain Building. 
Pilz scored 17 of his points in the 
second half and helped break open a 
close game. He connected on nine of 
UMSL Misses ationals 
Even with a 27-12 record against 
oneof the nation's toughest schedules, 
the UM-St. Louis volleyball squad 
will not be playing in the NCAA 
Division II national tournament this 
season. 
The20-team tournament field was 
announced Nov. 18, and the 
Riverwomen were not included. They 
were ranked consistently among the 
top 25 schools in the nation, but not 
once did they manage to crack the 
Top 20 polls. 
"The players are heartbroken," 
said head coach Denise Silvester. 
"They were mentally ready to play in 
the national tournament. They were 
not looking for the season to be over 
yet." 
UM-St. Louis has never qualified 
for the NCAA Division II volleyball 
tournament, nor has it even received 
Top 20 recognition in either the NCAA 
or American Volleyball Coaches As-
sociation national polls. 
Although the Riverwomen have 
been considered for Inurnament par-
LicipaLion the past few years, this y~.ar's 
squad may have been the closest to 
earning a bid. Five of their wins came 
against schools that were ranked 
among the Top 20 at some point during 
the season. All 12 of their losses also 
came against ranked teams. In fact, 10 
of the 12 losses came against schools 
that made the national tournament. 
UM-St. Louis defeated tourna-
ment qualifiers Southeast Missouri 
State, Tampa, and New Haven. The 
Riverwomen also gave nationally-
ranked Kearney State its lone loss of 
the season. 
Considering the Riverwomen got 
off to a 4-7 start, their tournament 
push was a worthwhile accomplish-
ment. They struggled early in the 
season as they tried to work several 
new faces into the lineup and find the 
right chemistry. 
"We're basically a whole new 
team," Silvester explained. "it took 
time for this group to develop." 
Once they did so, they took off 
and won 23 of their last 28 matches. 
The highlights included a champion-
ship performance in the Tennessee-
Martin Invitational and a second-place 
effort in the always-tough Florida 
Southern tournament. 
"We did a major turnaround," 
Sil vester said. "After our perfonnance 
in Florida, we didn't have a bad tour-
nament the rest of the season." 
Unfortunately for the 
Riverwomen, they lost several key 
matches in the Converse Challenge at 
Central Missouri State early in the 
season. The damage, as it turns out, 
was tough to overcome. 
"We dug a deep hole for ourselves 
at the Converse Challenge," notes 
assistant coach Erik Kaseorg. "We 
took th~ entire season trying to climb 
outofit. A lot of people had written us 
off, but we finished as the strongest 
team we've ever had here." 
"Wedevelopcd mental toughness 
and became a national contender," 
Silvester added. "I'm very proud of 
this group." 
15 shots from the field and seven of 
nine from the free throw line. He also 
handed out a tearn-high five assists. 
The Rivermenjumped out to a 17-
o lead before Quincy finally scored 
almost eight minutes into the contest. 
The Hawks came roaring back and 
narrowed UM-St. Louis' lead to 31-
28 with three minutes left in the fIrst 
half, but the Rivermen outscored the 
visitors 8-3 and took a 39-31 advan-
tage into the locker room at halftime. 
With Pilz at the controls, the 
Rivennen never let their lead fall under 
seven points the rest of the contest. 
Pilz was 5-of-6 from the field in the · WRAP IT UP! Steve Proctor wraps senior Chris Pilz' ankle befo final 20 minutes. 
Pilz received individual help from basketball game. (photo by Michelle McMurray) 
freshman Crawford, who contributed 
12 points, nine rebounds and three 
steals. Newcomer Kynard added 11 
points, nine in the first half. His flrst-
half points all came from 3-point 
range. 
The Rivermen dominated the 
boards out-rebounding Quincy 51· 
35. Hill, who scored eight points, led 
all players with 12 rebounds. 
Neither team shot particularly well 
from the fIelcl The Ri vennen were 
26~f-64 for41 percent, while Quincy 
was 24-65 for 37 percent UM-St. 
Louis made 19 of 27 shots from the 
charity stripe for 70 percent: 
"We played hard and we played 
pretty well, especially on the boards," 
Meckfessel said. "We need to con-
tinue doing that, but we also need to 
improve offensively." 
This marks the second consecutive 
year the Rivermen have started the 
season with a win over Quincy. They 
beat the Hawks last year in Quincy, 
83-79. 
Rivermen Plan To Pia 
Basketball In The Su 
The UM-St Louis Rivermen will 
take their 2-0 record on the road this 
week when they travel to the West for 
three difficult basketball games. The 
Rivermen, who beat Webster Uni-
versity 114-78 last Wednesday will 
play at Wyoming this Thursday, Nov. 
29 before moving on to California 
Poly-San Luis on Dec. 1 andCalifomia 
State-Bakersfield on Dec. 4. 
The early season road trip is am-
bitious, to say the least Wyoming is a 
Division I school that is picked by 
many to contend for the Western 
Athletic Conference title this season. 
California Poly-SLO returns several 
key players from last year's 19-9 
squad, while California State-
Bakerfield advanced to the NCAA 
Division II national champ 
contest a year ago. The 
finished 29-5. 
"We'll face three ou 
teams," UM-St. Louis head 
Rich Meckfesselsaid. "We'll 
some definite strengths and 
nesses of our ballclub. It'll be a 
good test." 
All three games can be heard c 
radio station WGNU (920 A.tY1) , wi 
Skip Erwin calling the play-by-pl 
and UM-SL Louis Sports Infonnatil 
Director Jeff Kuchno providing t 
color commentary. The Wyomil 
contest will tip off at 8:35 p.m., ( 
Poly-SLO at 10:05 p.m. and C: 
Bakersfield at 9:30 p.m. All times 2 
central standard time. 
Juniors To Lead As Seniors 
As the volleyball season ended, 
so did the careers of seniors Geri 
Wilson, Carla Addoh, and Jean 
Daehn. Wilson and Addoh com-
pleted their fourth season at UM-SL 
Louis by earning first tearn aU-con-
ference honors, while Daehn was an 
honorable mention AlI-"MIAA pick. 
Daehn returned to the program this 
fall after a year layoff. 
. "Jean coming back added on-
the-court experience," Silvester said. 
"She played about as well as ex-
pected." 
what it is today. They'll be hard to 
replace." 
Wilson may be the toughest to 
replace. The two-timeMIAA "Setter 
of the Week" this season ranked first 
in the nation last week with 12.5 
assists per game and first with .978 
service aces per game. . 
Addoh rebounded from an in-
IlThey were part of our 
first recruiting class 
here. They helped 
make the program 
. what it is today." 
Wilson and Addoh, meanwhile, 
left an indelible mark on the UM-St 
Louis volleyball program. They 
earned all-conference honors all four 
seasons. During their stint, they . 
helped the Riverwomen to a 146-53 
record and four consecutive runner-
up finishes in the MIAA. 
"They were part of our fIrst re-
cruiting class here," Silvester said. 
"They helped take the program from 
the grass roots level and make it 
-Denise Silvester 
jury~plaguedjunior season to provide 
steady play for the Riverwomen this 
fall. She earned MIAA "Hitter of the 
Week" and "Defensive Player of the 
Week" honors this season. 
. As the Riverwomen say goodbye 
to the seniors , they are looking ahead 
to next year. Chances are that the 
team will build around middle hitter 
Pam Paule. The junior eamcd firsl 
team A ll-.MIA A honors after an out-
standing season. She was especially 
strong down the stretch. 
"From Florida on, she playe.. 
very well," Silvester said. 
Junior college transfers Alanna 
Gehner and Tara Gray made their 
presence felt on the front row, while 
junior Stephanie Jensen stepped into 
a prominent role in her third year 
with the program. 
Freshman hitter Kim James and 
back-up setter Kristen Kinker also 
gained valuable experience in their 
fIrst yearofUM-St. Louis volleyball. 
"We need to bring in about five 
quality players next year," Silvester 
said. "But we have an experienced 
nucleus coming back that wanl~ the 
~me thing as the coaching staff- a 
trip to the national tournament." 
'Current 
Ath lete of the Week 
How To ID A Problem UM-St. Louis Scoreboard 
Chris Pilz 
·Men's Basketball 
·Senior-Guard 
·Led team with 31 pooint 
in game against 
Webster 
·Had scored 11-of-13 
shots from the field 
·"Chris is the heart and 
soul of our program the 
past three years. He's a 
proven winner." 
-Rich Meckfessel · 
Sponsored By: 
McDonald's~, of Bel-Ridge 
8624 Natural Bridge Rd. at North Hanley Rd. 1\I\1d~ 
'Mc!on;® 
by Melissa A. Green 
sports editor . 
I I finally experienced the new fa-
cilities at Mark Twain. Well, almost. 
I did walk a mile, then I took an. 
adventure- into the fitness center. I 
went straight to theNauLilus machines 
only to discover that you needed a 
special pin to operate the weights. I 
went to the front desk to check in and 
get a pin only to learn that I was 
unable to check in without my student 
ID. I went during the big storm on 
Tuesday, Nov. 27, when the Blue 
Metal Building was evacuated. I left 
my ID in my desk in all the rush. Why 
couldn't the fitness center let me use 
a pin without an ID? It was a good 
excuse. 
After using the rowing machines 
and lifecyCles, neither of which re-
quired a pin, I read a sign on the wall 
that stated that pins will be given out 
only with a valid student ill, because 
several pins had been stolen in the 
past few weeks. Why was the sign 
inside the room, why not post it at the 
Locker Room 
entrance of the building? It's too late 
once you're in the door. 
Might I suggest that a sign be put 
up by the entrance of Mark Twain, 
announcing the specific requirements 
for entrance into the fItness center. 
That way, if I forgel my ID in the 
future, I'll remember to go and get it 
before I change into my workout 
clothes. 
But why would someone steal a 
pin anyway? For a number of reasons, 
mainl y to use at a different health club 
that has similar equipment as our fit-
ness center, or In use our equipment 
later. I guess a guilty conscience is 
cheaper than the price of a health club 
or a new pin that the university has to 
replace. 
A big fuss with the system now is 
that certain machines take certain 
. types of pins. In order to change from 
Nautilus to Universal, a separate pin 
most be issued. What a headache. 
A simple solution for the problem 
of users who take pins or are not UM-
Sl. Louis students would be to change 
the entrance policy. Why not require 
!D's from all those that enter the cen-
ter, and that way the pins can stay in 
the machines. And the inconvenience 
of changing pins as you change ma-
chines would also be eliminated. 
Men's Basketball 
Nov. 17 
UM-St. Louis 
Quincy 
Nov. 21 
77 
61 
114 
78 
Women's Basketball 
Nov. 17 
UM-St. Louis 
McKendree 
108 
90 
Riverwomen Score Double 
Digits Over McKendree 
Seven players scored in double 
fIgures as the UM -s t. Louis women's 
basketball squad recorded a 108-90 
victory over McKendree college on 
Nov. 17 in the season opener at home. 
Juniors Monica Steinhoff and 
Kelly Jenkins both scored 19 points to 
lead the offensive attack. Michelle 
Jackson added 15 points, Kim Cooper 
and Rhonda Moore had 12 points 
each, and Lisa Houska and freshman 
Nancy Heseman scored 10 points 
apiece. 
Although the Riverwomen uti-
lized a balanced attack, they received 
an outstanding performance from 
Jenkins. Last year's "Super Sub" came 
off the bench Saturday and nearly 
. reached double figures in three differ-
ent categories. In addition to her 19 
points, she had riinerebounds and 
eight assists. 
The Riverwomen struggled with 
their shooting, with the exception of 
Jenkins. As a team, UM-Sl. Louis 
made 44 of 108 shots for just 41 
percent. ButJenkins was seven of 13 
from the field and five of six from the 
free throw line. 
''I'm pleased with the victory, but 
we didn't shoot the ball as well as 
we're capable of shooting," head 
coach Bobbi Morse said. 
Michelle Jackson, a 6-foot-2 
center, made an impressive debut a~ 
UM-St. Louis . The transfer from 
Kaskaskia Community College led 
the Riverwomen with 10 rebounds. 
Houska, who led the team with nine 
assists from her point guard spot, also 
added eight rebounds. Forwards Kris 
Earhart and Tamara Putnam had nine 
and eight rebounds, respectively. 
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TAKING EXAMINATIONS 
SUGGEST10NS FOR TAKING EXAMINATIONS 
1. Develop the proper mental attittude. 
2. Read carefully test directions and questions. 
3. Budget your time. 
4. Answer the easy questions first. 
S. Answer all the questions. 
6. Give the be st answer. 
7. Use me'mory devices such as acronytns. 
8. Check all your answers. 
9. Work at your own pace. 
For more information on taking Examinations 
call Horizons-Students-Helping-Studen ts ' 
at 553-5730 or the Couseling Service at 
553-5711 or stop by 427 SSB 
•• ,. I 
Grey Eagle Distributors 
is pleased to announce 
the appointment of 
Seall N0011al1 
as our Contempor ary Ad ult 
:rv1arketing Coordinator 
at 
UM-St. Louis 
call Sean at 391-1853 
Grey Eagle and Anheu ser - Bus ch 
Are proud to be stron g s u pporte rs o f 
UM -St. louis student ac t iuities 
Weather from page 1 
Vosevitch said although the 
grounds crew is pretty efficient, they 
can't be everywhere at once, and 
during heavy snow storms previously 
cleared areas may become blocked 
again before the crew can get back to 
them. Vosevitch cautioned students, 
staff and faculty to be extra careful 
when walking or driving on campus 
during bad weather. 
"A sidewalk or road that looks 
clear can still be slippery ," Vosevitch 
said. "We're trying to keep the cam-
pus as safe as we can, but people need 
to be aware ofthe_ir~wn safety ~oo.~ 
Vosevitch also stressed that 
people can increase personal safety 
by dressing for the weather and wear-
ing sensible shoes. 
Many students on campus are not 
aware of the many services offered to 
the campus community year 'round 
by the University Police department. 
University Police Chief John Pickens 
said the police are always ready to 
Honors from page 1 
ligation to the larger community and 
to the St. Louis community. Part of 
this obligation seems to be to provide 
certain activities for students who are 
not in the Honor,S College," he said. 
For instance, the Honors college 
is planning to offer series of classic 
mms that is open to all students. 
The Honors College at UM-St 
Louis started this semester with the 
addition of 30 freshman Honors 
Scholars to the more than 50 upper-
classmen already in the program . 
The Honors Scholars are gradu-
ates of 47 public and private high 
help students or staff stranded by a 
flat tire or a car that's run out of gas. 
"We try to do everything we pos-
sibly can to get people going," Pickens 
said. "If they lock their keys in their 
car, or run out of gas or need a jump 
start, we 'll come get them out We 
also change flats; my two emergency 
drivers will actually get out and 
change the flat tire for you if you need 
it! " 
Pickens said the police depart-
ment has one four-wheel drive ve-
hicle on campus, and in the event a 
student gets stuck in heavy snow, the . 
police can hel~ to push or pull the car 
out But Pickens said the Ground 
crew is usuall y so good that the streets 
and parking lots stay ptetty clear of . 
snow. 
While Pickens encourages ev-
eryone to call the police department 
if they need help, he asks that people 
only use the police station number 
:x emergencies and not to fmd out 
schools in the St. Louis area. This 
year's honors freshmen typically 
ranked in the top eight percent of 
their high school classes, have a 3.83 
grade 'Xlint average and a score of29 
on the ACT-equivalent to a score 
of 1200 on the SAT. The current 
honors upperclassmen have an aver-
age GPA of 3.53. Every student ad-
mitted to the Honors College during 
the last two years has received an 
academic award amounting to at least 
the full remission ofinstructiooal fees. 
Four Honors Scholars are National 
Merit fmalists . 
Traffic Tic ket s? 
Auoid Points!1 nsurance increase 
$50,00 attorney fee, plus court cost 
(simply mouing uiolation) 
William Ruby Atttorney at law 
984-6880 353-9827 
St, louis County St louis City 
(Other services available including auto accident cases) 
B 
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LET US HELP'YO 
rijl/'i IMMEDIA TE RESULTS 
T F S T "If an untimely pregnancy pre-sen~ a ptn on al crisis in your life . . _ Let us help you !" 
FREE TEST-Can detect p regoancy 10 days Oilfter it begins! 
ProfC"SSiollal CoUOSel lQ g &:. Assis(;ln n· . All Sef'\" icC"S Free" !i Co nfidenrial 
Brentwood: 962-5300 Bridgeton: 227 -87 75 H4Imptoa South: 962·J65J 
Ballwin : SL Chari", ; 724' 120C MidlOwn ; 9H·H~0 
about weather reports or school clos-
ings. 
"The fact that we get so many 
calls like that is good in a way, be-
cause it show's that people know our 
number," Pickens said. "But it also 
ties up our lines for emergency pur-
poses, soweuy and encourage people 
to use the two or three hotline lium-
xes available for snow day informa-
tion." 
Snow Day Hotline numbers are 
553-5184,553-5865 and 553-5867, 
and they can be reached after 6 a.m. 
Severe weather announcements 
will also be broadcast at several local 
radio stations including KMOX-AM 
1120 (5:30 and 6:30 a.m.), KXOK-
AM 630 (5:35 and6:35 am.), KY KY-
FM 98 (between 5:50 and 8:30 a.m.) 
and KWMU-FM 91 (every half hour 
after 6 a.m.). 
The University Police department 
can be reached at 5?3-5155 ana the 
Grounds department number is 553-
6305. 
A frica from page 1 
tern of education. 
Carrothers also pointed out that 
Egypt contributed to the develop-
ment of Christianity. because early 
Christians spent a period of hiding 
among the people of the Nile. . 
Africans also did not just wait for 
outsiders to come to them in order to 
learn about other lands, Carrothers 
said. There were explorers among 
them who sailed toward the Western 
Hemisphere. He said that early de-
scriptions of the 'New World' de-
scribed the presence of Africans. 
One of the most significant con-
tributions Africa made to American 
history came from a revolt in Hai ti, 
Carrothers said. This successful 
revolution against three European 
armies inspired other developments, 
such as encouraging the British to 
ban the slave trade. It also inspired 
South Americans, who had sent 
people to Haiti to study their tactics, 
to revolt. 
And finally, Carrothers said, the 
Haitian revolution gave hope to North 
Americans in their struggle against 
slavery at a crucial time when their 
leaders were being hung and their 
uprisings crushed. 
You've Made A Great 
Investment in Your 
E..d...u.c a tj 0 n . 
Now Make it Count! 
CAREER COACH 
758 - 2 005 
Offering 
• Resumes that Work 
• Self M arke t ing Skills 
• Job Search Strategies 
Afforda b le Packages, 
Flexible Ho urs. 
Specialized 
Enhancement Lotus 
Software for... ® products. 
Student, Staff or Faculty I.D. or University P.O. required for purchase. 
FUNK 
SOFT 
WARE 
Other Funk Products: 
P.D.Queue 
Add-in print spooler for Lotus 1-2-3 
or Symphony; work on spreadsheets 
while you print. Manage up to 99 print 
jobs, for a ll IBM compatibles. 
For 3- 1/2' or 5- 1/4' formats. 
Sideways 
Prints spreadsheets and other wide 
formats at 90° rotation on dot matrix, 
use as Lotus 1-2-3 add-in or stand-alone , 
9 character fonts , for all IBM compatibles. 
For 3-1 / 2' or 5-1/4' formats. 
• Noteworthy -with cell annotation and pop-up notes. 
• InWord -with full feat~.Jfed word processing . 
• Worksheet Utilities -for a more powerful , productive Lotus. 
10·90·101 33 <C 1990 On Campus Production,. All Rights Reserved. 
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Contact your local University Bookstore or call: 1-800-356-8370 I II to find out the Authorized Funk Educational Reseller in your area. II 
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The best way 
to wrap up the term. 
What better way than with an IBM Personal 
,System/2.® Make your holidays really happy and 
the new year a lot less hectic with a computer 
designed for your college needs. 
See how the PS/2 ®was designed just for you 
with its mouse that makes it easy to use and its 
special student price* that makes it even easier to 
own. Create impressive papers, graphics and spread-
sheets with its preloaded software, including 
Microsoft®Windows™ 3.0. 
Act before December 31, 1990, and you'll 
receive a TWA ®Certificate entitling you to a round-
trip ticket for $149**/$24<9.** Plus a free TWA 
Getaway ®Student Discount Card application. You'll 
also get a great low price on the PRODIGy®t service. 
It's beel). a great term. And 
eventually all good things must 
come to an end. But with an IBM 
PS/2, you can be sure of a really 
great, new beginning. / 
--
. ~.v. 
~~~~~~::8lli~::8lli~~ 001) 
For more information contact: 
Daniel . V olansky 
IBM Collegiate Representative 
553-6009 
==-===® 
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* This offer IS available only to qualified co llege students , faculty, staff and Institutions that purchase PS/ 2 Selected Acade'mlc Solutions through participating campus outlets, IBM 
1 800222-7257 or participating IBM AuthOrized PC Dealers. Orders are subject to availability. Prices are subject to change and IBM may withdraw the offer at any time without written 
notice. **Valid for any TWA destination In the cont inental U.s or Puerto Rico for travel September 16,1990, through December 19, 1991 , at the following round -trip fares. $149.00 round-
trip for travel from September 16, 1990, through June 14, 1991 , and September 16,1991 , through December 19, 1991. $249.00 round-trip for travel June 15, 1991, through September 15, 
1991 Seats are limited. Fare is nonrefundable 14-day advance purchase, blackout dates and certain other restrictions apply. Complete details w ill be shown on certificate. Applicants 
for TWA's Getaway Student Discount Card must be full -time students between the ages of 16 and 26. tRecelve the PRODIGY Start-up Kit, a 2400 bps Hayes® Personal Modem, a soft-
ware connection package, and three months of service for only $9900 ®IBM, Personal System/2 and PS/ 2 are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation. 
Microsoft is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation TWA is a reg istered service mark of Trans World Ai rlines, Inc. TWA Getaway IS a registered trademark of Trans World Airlines, 
Inc. PRODIGY is a registered service mark and trademark of Prodigy Services Company, a partnership of IBM and Sears Hayes is a registered trademark of Hayes Microcomputer 
Products, Inc. T~Windows IS a trademark of Microsoft Corporation. 
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